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If there are problems with your system files, the game files will not be able to access your Windows PC. Sometimes there is a problem when the error appears too often. This happens if you encounter an error with a file used as a system file. This could be an error related to the game, built-in Windows, or a Windows system file. You need to check which file these problems lead to.
To determine the file, you can use the utility - WINDOWS32K_EXTENSION_DEVICE->find_file_id(). If the file name or path contains any characters, then it can be much easier to investigate. From this it follows that you need to go to the "Operating System" folder and check that the file is there. Open "My Computer". Run the regedit command and move the cursor to the field.
Select "Properties" and check "Show hidden files and folders" there. This is necessary in order to be able to see the system files that can be opened with the game. If the desired folder is not there, then it is hidden. At the moment, the problem is an error related to the parameters of the game file (in this case, we can try to install the game from the SD card to the computer). You can
read about how to change the game parameters in the article "How to use archivers". To transfer the game file to your computer, please use R-Studio as it may be included on many operating systems. To learn how to work with the program, read the article "Working with programs for editing disk images". If you have problems installing the game, then you can use other programs,
such as UltraISO. This archiver can help you delete the game file and restore the game. If you use the Uniblue Toolkit program, we also recommend installing it on your computer. In this case, you will be able to configure Unibeam to work with folders in ISO format. Then all that's left is to decide which game file you want to save on your computer.
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